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"You cannot keep sWeeping things under
the rug. 1 tell you now, the rug is full
and shit is seeping out."
—Kirby Leufroy, Black Student Union
President
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Sex, L'ies, and Tenure'. Students rally for act'ion
Elhv ciindewri ci-iiffr
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Staff Writer

ing majority of those who spoke
were in favor of changing one or
more aspects of the University's
sexual harassment or tenure policies.
Rachael Vorberg-Rugh, an organizer for S.A.S.H., said, "It's
pretty obvious that these issues
have done much damage to the
sense of campus community. We
need to create a policy that pro-

Bearing signs that read, "REFORM THE POLICIES," "PROTECT OUR FACULTY FROM
UNJUST DECISIONS,"
"DON'TGIVE $ TO A SCHOOL
THAT SCREWS YOUR KIDS ,"
and "IS YOUR DAUGHTER
SAFE AT UPS?" a group of student protesters staged a rally last
Friday, April 16, during Parents'
Weekend.
The rally began at 1 1 :30 in the
morning when a small group of
students holding signs gathered
in front of the SUB. In twenty
minutes, a crowd ofovertwo hundred students, parents, and fac-

"There are no
radicals on
this campus."

ulty had gathered. Some joined
the protesters and others looked
on. At approximately noon,people
were ushered into the SUB Rotunda, where an open forum on
the subject of sexual harassment
and tenure began. The forum
lasted more than an hour, and was
the scene of much emotional testimony and a variety of views on
thc issues.
The rally was organized by Students Against Sexual Harassment,
which is headed by Syd Van Atta.
The open forum was the most
intensive part of the rally. Although people were coming and
;oing throughout the discussion,
he .otunth was usually filled to
caéity- with people. The crowd
was very re-p0flSiVe, applauding
;orne speakers and hokiLga few.
Ev the end of the first half-houE,a
long line of people was waiting to
speak, and more continued to stand
up. Although many differentopin -

—Hans Ostrom
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tects everyone."
Troy Hersch criticized the rally.
In response to S.A.S.H. flyers that
asked parents to divest (withhold
funds from) UPS, he said, "This is
not the answer. The money goes
to you people. By asking parents
to divest in UPS, you're asking
them to divest in you. Without
parents' support, your tuition
could go up by three thousand
dollars. Parents who support the
school support us."
Maria Kolby said, "I'm
here ... because I was sexually harassed. If my parents had known
what Ihad to go through, they
never would hava sent me here."
She encouraged students tG stay

Students march across Jones circle in response to sexual harassment on campus.
professional standards committee,
Johnson also emphasized contininvolved in the issues. "If you let
talked about two situations of
it die, you have set it up for a
ued student involvement, but he
sexual harassment, one involving
whole new generation of people
also exhorted students to use esastereotypeshecalled,"thePreda
who come here." She then detablished procedures of change,
tor," who sexually harasses anumscribed an incident in which the
citing examples of past protests
bet ofstudents, but whose actions
Dean of Students allegedly asked
that have dwindled. "You must
generally arouse attention. "You
her if Laura Laffrado or Beth
work within the system to make it
will probably see thatkind of proKalikoff had encouraged her to
happen...The [tenure] policy will
fessor disappear quickly."
pursuesexual harassmentclaims,
not change by this rally, not un"Wrong!" shouted someone from
raising the issue of whether tenlessyouinvolveyourself...Iwould
the crowd. The second kind of
ure and sexual harassment are relove to see this many people at
sexual harassment was, accordlated. "I'm tired of protecting
Student Senate and Faculty Meeting to Sandler, "a situation where
people who are afraid they'll lose
ings."
people get grossly insensitive or
their jobs if this comes to light."
Florence Sandler, who identiAsst. Dean of Students Henry
fled herself as a member of the
see RALLY page 3

Pierce briefscampus on sexual harassment and tenure policies
LBy Jon Wolfer
Staff Writer
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Standing room only crowd listens as Professor David Droge
questions Pierce.

E

Four days after the "Sex, Lies,
and Tenure" rally held on Friday,
President Susan Resneck Pierce
called students, faculty and staff
of the University to attend a specml forum in Kilworth Chapel on
Tuesday.
The forum, moderatedby Pieite
and attended by a standing-roomonly crowd, focused on sexual
harassment and tenure policies.
"I regret not calling this forum
earlier in the semester," acknowledged Pierce, calling it a mistake
not to have scheduled it over a
month ago.
In aprepared opening statement
to those present, Pierce expressed
her concern about public ridicule
towardx speakers at previous forums, saying that "rational and
civil discourse" should be the goal
of such congregations.
Pierce also discussed the balance between individual privacy

and students' right to know, as
well as the assurance of confidentiality and at the same time ensur-

"I will not tolerate
sexual harassment
as long as I am
President of this
University."
ing due process to all involved in
cases of possible sexual harassment.
"I will not tolerate sexual harassment as long as I am President

of this university," Pierce reiter ated several times in the afternoon.
The President also compared the
tenure process at UPS with those
at selected other institutions, and
pronounced herpreference to this
process over all others.
"It is not the case that tenure
cases were turned on the reports
ofsexual harassment," she said in
regard to possible linkage between
students' colifiding in junior faculty membersand their subsequent
denial of tenure.
see

PIERCE page 3
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Despi' te good i'ntent'ions, gun control is a bad idea

ccI

(By Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer
As the Rodney King beating trial wore
down in the heat of a Los Angeles spring,
thousands of L.A. citizens began arming
themselves in fear of another outbreak of
riots similar to those that occurred last year.
Fortunately the city remained calm and
peaceful as the jury of 9 whites, 2 blacks,
and 1 Hispanic convicted two officers and
acquitted the other two. While the Rodney
King incident raised many issues that,until
recently, were ignored, one issue has drawn

hardly so much as a whisper—gun contro
Even though the sight of men and women
purchasing guns and firearms is a sad sign
for humanity, any more attempts atregulating, banning, or prohibiting guns and firearms would be a mistake.
Before explaining why gun control would
be a miserable idea, let me first share my
feelings toward guns. Simply put, guns are
stupid. Hunting for sport, the most common reason for gun purchases, is atrocious
and evil. Even buying guns for home protection is ludicrous since gun owners are far
more likely to hurt a friend or family member by accident than they are to ward off a
potential criminal with their guns. However, I will support anyone's right to buy or
sell guns and firearms.
The Second Amendmentof the U.S. Constitution guarantees every individual the
right to purchase guns and firearms. When
the Constitution was written, the original
intents of the Second Amendment were 1)

to have an armed civilian militia that could
react quickly in a time of war, and 2) to
enable the citizens to arm themselves so
they could fight the Union in case a corrupt
tyrannical governmenttook over. Now,even
though our advanced military has outdated
these two reasons, the Second Amendment
remains valid despite all the accusations
that say the availability of guns helps feed
the appetite for violence on the city streets.
The large majority of people calling for
gun control point to the increasing amount
of violence, homicide, and crime that destroys neighborhoods and befuddles law
enforcement. Gun control advocates say
that by making handguns and semi-automatic rifles either more difficult to purchase or illegal altogether, the violence
infesting our streets would soon begin to
fade away. This thinking is faulty for two
reasons. First, guns don't bring about violence, violence brings about gun use. Second, gun control would spawn an enormous

black market of guns and firearms, much
like the flourishing black market of drugs.
This black market, which would probably
, qntrolled by large rings of organized
cthl!nals, would continue to supply criminals with guns. Not only would law enforcement have to apprehend the criminals
using the guns, they would also have to deal
with a new, powerful black market. Just
like the war on drugs failed miserably, the
war on guns (wouldn't that be an oxymoron?) would prove just as fruitless.
Is this what gun control advocates want?
Probably not. Their desires are justified and
well intended. Like all of us, they want less
killing and crime, but gun control, instead
of reducing crime and violence, would probably add toil To erase the violence, homicide, and crime from the city streets we
must concentrate on removing the reasons
people commit violence (poverty, racism,
etc.) rather than removing the tools that
people use for violence.

P ierce visits with new trustee in Japan, discusses education issues
[JBy Hillary Johnson
Staff Writer
In Japan, two weeks ago, 300 invited
guests witnessed the unveiling ofa statue in
honor of former prime ministerTakeo Miki.
President Pierce and her husband were
among these guests because Kasieko
Takahashi, Miki's daughterand an alumna
of UPS, flew Pierce and her husband to
Japan to witness the ceremony as representatives of her alma mater.
Miki spent two years as prime minister in
the 70's, and he served 52 years in the Diet,
the second-longest term in Japanese history. During this time he acquired the nickname "Mr. Clean." He recently died, and
the statue erected in his hometown commemorates his service. Takahashi has been
active in politics herself, and now her son
announces that he plans to run for a seat in
the Diet.
Ties between the Miki family and UPS
are numerous. Takahashi studied literature
here as an exchange student, and spent
several years living in Tacoma while her
children went through high school. Her
mother, Mutsuko Miki, a distinguished Ceramist, came to UPS two summers ago to
give a ceramics workshop. These ties will

continue because Takahashi has just joined
the Board of Trustees.
The Mild family gave a welcoming party
for Pierce, where she spoke about the differences between the Japanese and Amencan educational systems and discussed programs at UPS.
"I stressed our interest in internationalism, our Asian studies program, the Pacrim program, andjust generally the awareness that our students need to be citizens of
the world," Pierce said.
One ofthe deputies ofthe Diet took her on
a private tour of the legislature and explained some of the details of Japanese
politics. Pierce dined at the Miki home one
evening where a famous tempura chef prepared her meal. She attended a UPS alumnae reunion in Tokyo where she met with
alumnae and parents of current students.
"Because we were there as guests of the
Miki family, and really we traveled with the
family full time, I got a sense of Japanese
life in general and Japanese politics that I
never would have if I'd gone as a tourist,"
said Pierce.
The trip also gave her an opportunity to
talk with people in the field of education.
She met with the Japanese Minister of Education, who told Pierce of her plans to

change the school system. She wants to
place more emphasis in general education,
as in the U.S., rather than only in specialized majors. She expressed a desire to have
Japanese students learn to think critically
involving more discussion classes instead
of the usual lecture format.
Pierce also met with the Dean of Wasada
University who agrees with this goal, adding that he would like to see changes in how
Japanese teachers teach. Pierce worked with
him on her only other trip to Japan, two
years ago. They set up a team-taught 5week seminar in Oregon where American
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Attending Puget Sound's SummerSes,sirn is a great way to stay on track for
graduation by catching up on those missing units, especially In the core.
Sunimer Session also lets you catch your breath while you concentrate on only
one or two classes—for a change!
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TERM 2 STARTS JUNE 28
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April 14 through April21, 1993
April 15, 1 1 :50 p.m.

Security Staff interrupted two suspects acting suspiciously in
the lot at North 18th and Lawrence Streets. The suspects fled
before theTacoma Police could arrive.

April 16, 7:47 p.m.

A Student in a Residence Hall reportec discovering a male
suspect looking over the shower curtain at her while she show
ered. The Student yelled at the suspect and he fled the area.
Security checked the area unsuccessfully.

April 16, 11:30 p.m.

Security contacted a Fraternity on Union Ave. for various
alcohol violations and loud noise.

April 18, 4:01 am.

A Student called Security to report another Student attempting
to climb through the bathroom window of her University
Residence. He was looking for another resident of the house.

April 18, 5:24 p.m.
.

April 20, 12: 12 p.m.
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A Student reported a paint chip on the hood ofher vehicle. The
damage was caused by a metal towel rod thrown from a nearby
bathroom window. The vehicle was parked near Seward Hall
when the damage occuired.
A Contractor reported an expensive telephone missing from a
Union Ave. Residence.

**Plee contact Security Services at ext. 3311 if you have any information about
incidents described above.
Submitted by Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services

the

and Japanese students studied together.
Pierce said she learned more about the
differences between the Japanese and
American educational system through talking with Takahashi's children and other
students who have studied in both countries. They told her that students feel more
pressure in high school and elementary
school in Japan because the entrance exams
they take at these levels essentially determine career paths. Students agreed that
once in a university, things get easier in
Japan as things typically get harder in the
U.S.

Choose from classes in:
Art
Biology
Business
Chemistry
•'
Communication
Comp. Sociology
Computer Science
.
Economics
Education
X.,
English
Geology
Math
I
Philosophy
Physics
PhysicalEi.
Politics & Gov.
4• //\
Psychology
Religion

'I.

I,

\ ________

•1 .

Summer Tuition
reduced 25%
1 Unit ... ...... ..... ...... .... $1,305.00
2 1/2-3 units .... ........ $2,610.00
2 1/2-3 units ............ $3,262.50

By registering for two or more
academic UflhtS, you can take an
activity class FREE. Plan to sign
, UP for Summer classes soon.

Registration opens on

April 12.

Watch your niail for the Prelimi\ na,) Schedule and for the Summer
Bulletin. Summer Session Office,
756-3207,Jones Hall 212.
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RALLY from page 1
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"Allegations are allegations unless they
have been substantiated," Pierce said. "All
those involved desperately want confidentiality."
She went on to compare harassment issues to a hypothetical case of an accused
cheating student. Would it be right, legally
or ethically, to post the name of that student
as a warning to professors?
Pierce said that this is analogous to privacy and confidentiality issues that also
arise in the case of sexual harassment
charges.
An emotional statement by a student who
has alleged harassment and subsequently
felt her trust was violated by administrators
to whom she reported the incident to was
noted by Pierce, who expressed her concern that students not feel distrustful towards the university.
"I believe that the university has acted in
an exemplary fashion," she said. "I hope
students feel that they are not disenfranchised."

PIERCE from page!
Those in attendance were invited, as time
permitted, to air frustrations and ask questions of the President. Issues of student
advocacy, lack of faith in the University
and distrust of the Dean of Students office,
among others, were raised.
A question was raised regarding student
involvement in the selection process of the
new Dean of the University, who plays a
limited role in the prescribed sexual harassment process. Pierce replied that because
the dean is the chief academic officer, the
search process is primarily a faculty matter
and no students will be on the committee.
One student commented that students need
to know who is involved in harassment
cases that may arise. In response, Pierce
said that due process and judgment should
be used in order to address the legal and
ethical issues that are a part of such controversies.

clumsy." She pointed out the differences
between a healthy student-professor relationship which can involve hugs, advice,
and praise, and a relationship which develops into sexual harassment. However, when
she said that professors were nervous about
the ambiguities of what the professor-sindent relationship, she was met with opposilion from some students, who challenged
her stand on the issues. She ended her
speech saying, "If someone is giving you a
look you don't like, say so."
Grace Kirchner, who is on the Faculty
Advancement Comittee, said that she was
"outraged" at the Clarence Thomas-Anita
Hill controversy, but denied that there was
any connection between sexual harassment
and the denial of tenure in the cases of
Laura Laffrado and Beth Kalikoff. When
Jennifer Bohn, a S.A.S.H member, asked
her about the Dean of Students' question to
Maria Kolby regarding Laffrado and
Kalikoff, she attributed it to a separate
studentcomplaint, although she did not go
into specifics.
English professor
.
Hans Ostrom made
"
several points. "The I
Advancement Corn- !
rnittee did not do its j
best with Beth and
Laura. It's a rigged
system ... The committee is highly selective
in who it chooses to
ask questions [about
professors]." He also
spoke of repressive
attitudes among his

dress this way. ' Any time a woman cotleague does anything close to feminism,
you see a huge reaction. There are no mdicals on this campus. The political spectrum
is so far to the right, in any other university,
Laura would have been thought of as moderate to conservative." He continued, cornmenting that when he and a number of other
professors (including Denise Despres) were
up for tenure ...... the third category [criteria
3 of the faculty code, also known as the
"collegiality" clause] never came up. "I
believe it isbeing used to get rid ofBeth and
Laura," he said. His speech was met with
a standing ovation.
The official university statement on the
rally is, "One of the hallmarks of any college campus is the free exchange of ideas.
That can take many forms, one of which is
a campus rally and an open forum. And we
believe that it is positive for the university
community." Greg Brewis in Public Relations is the source for this quote.
President Pierce, who did not attend the
rally, could not be reached for comment.
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Students protest by dissuading parents from investing in
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"KIDS CAN DO!" Thanks the UPS Community for a
Successful '92/'93 Year

HOUSE
2122 Mildred West • Tacoma. WA 98466

Guest Lecturers
Judith Jaynes
George Tomlin
David Droge
Scott Sand
Winterfeast
CTA 202 Group
Andrew Pritchard
Order of Omega
Chuck
Christi Steele
Dan Vera
David Dodson
UPS Food Service
Trisha Bunsen
Dick Fritz
Dean of Students
Karen Cohrs
Sharon Mihelich
Kristi Maplethorpe

&

Every Monday in April

I

#H3 ITEM
L PIZZA

ONLY S5.00ppustax
Orders to go 251 extra

5 pm

-

closing

Amy Schumacher
Ryan McLaughlin
Natha Espeland
Stephanie Barnett
Stephanie Jacobson
Holly Heizerman
Carl Heinrichs
Matt Gordon

Haunted House
Langlow
Syd Van Atta
Easter Egg Hunt
Alpha Phi
Corynn Marcum
Room Reservations
Kristi Maplethorpe
Anne Davis
Chemistry Magic Show
Tim Hoyt
The Wizard
Spinach Man
Lizard Man

CIAC
Joy Pacheco
Mark Berry
Kirstin Kalberg
Nguyen Vu
Jacki Pearce-Droge
Saturday Tutors
Kim Stigers
Jeriy Keister
Dan Cuevas
Aaron Sato
Lisa Mill
Jen Chugg
Kappa Sigma

Nicole Richards
Cathy Speraw
Josh McEwen
Stefani Rossi
Eric Bitten
Kim Albee
Josh Smith

Mentors
Christi Steele Josh Smith
Laura Pfiefer Kristi Matson
Janice Lwin Julie Jones
Josh McEwen Dan Cuevas
Matt Gordon Kim Albee
Chris Cowen
Jen Chugg
Robin Jantz
Jill Fraser
Brian Keevy Kylie Kramer
Chris Rice
Jill Neider
Jenny Smith Cathy Speraw

I

MONDAY ALL DAY LONG

Amer

Large Plage
A
of Spaghetti
with Meat
$ 395
Sauce, Served
With Garlic Bread.

at

Tara Watkinson
Nicole Richards
Mune Iwasaki
George Melildan
Nicole Aliberte
Jennifer Bayne
Kristin Hennebeny
Marisa Mancke
Brandy McKeague
Stefani Rossi

Ropes Course
Bob Stremba
Jen Roy
Mark Mansfield
Alicia Healey
Natha Espeland
George Melikian
Josh McEwen
UPS Food
Service
Jan Kinsley
Trina Thomas
Mary Cruver
Pumpkin Judges
Mike McManamna
Erilca Konopka
Darin Padur
Bookstore
Angie Clark
Jody Herrick

Amy Schumacher
Garrett Koehn
Holly Helzerman
Natha Espeland
Stephanie Barnett
Courtney English
Catherine Guyer
Jeff Maudsley
Jennifer Templin
Stephanie Henry

Sincere apologies if your name was inadvertently left off this list.
Thank You!
It's never too early to find out about volunteer opportunities. Call x3767
for more information about "KIDS CAN DO! and other nrograms.
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K'Ittredge menu offers'Mud Flow' and 'Primordial Soup'
EBy Sundown Stauffer

Staff

Writer

Two art shows ofvery different styles are
now on display in the Kittredge Art Gallery.
In the main gallery, is a collection of
mixed media sculpture by Jill Reynolds,
while the smaller adjoining room holds a
selection of paintings by Chinese artist Ji
Ruoxiao.
Reynolds's sculpture is given the title,
"Mud Love." Thematically, the show represents a complex treatment of Biblical
cosmology, an energetic folk-pantheist
woridview, and language as an allegory for
the more intricate structures of the universe, all united under the elements of water and earth. Ideas of water and earth and
their oozy relationship predominate in the
exhibit.
"Clay lends itself directly to ideas I've
been working with about language and
matter. If we are made of dust, then our
whole language too is made of mud and our
whole universe is made of clay," says
Randall, whose pieces are primarily ceramic, water and clay.
In a piece called "Primordial Soup," a
large bowl holds a collection of letters
which rest beneath a layer of water. The
letters spell out DNA, the double helix
building block of life. Water and clay are
static elements, like the complex acids,
which by themselves do not form any significant structure. Reynolds uses the structure of language to build her artistic statement.

CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED
Week-long residential camp for children with
emotional and behavioral pmblems. Aug. 2 1-27
sponred by Gild Guidance Clinic in Tcma.
Excellent learning opportunity + $100.
Call for application: 591-6490.

TACOMA YMCA1DAY CAMP
i
Summer Day Camp counrelors wanted! Must
be enthusiast, qualified, & fua! Full- & Pailtime positions available fmm June 21 - Aug. 27.
StaffTmining Jwie 13-18. Ifintezested, contact
Beth Ann Wilson at (206) 564-9622, ext. I.M.

j ['1N.11 !4 I &] '4 Yi [sill;

,

We are looking forenthusiastic & qualified
I sa1to
lead backpacldng, bicycling (road &
mountain), kayak & caooe trips. Also
seeldng Pmgmm Director to deliver Outdoor
& Enviaxariental cIaes. Full- & Pail-lime
positions available from June 20 - Aug. 21.
Staff Tmining June 11-20. Located in Gig
Hathor, WA. If interested, contact

Dan Martin at (206) 564-9622, ext. 156.

Attend
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"Every letter of the alphabet is a tiny
fractal of the cosmic design."
A piece entitled "Mud Flow" presents a
large ceramic tongue which protrudes from
a blank wall. Offthe tongue slither a deluge
of writhing letters. These words do not
elegantly floatoffthe tongue; they clumsily
crawl off, tripping and sliding onto the
floor. One has to notably step around the
strewn mess of letters to get from one piece
to the next.
ii Ruoxiao is a teacher in the department
of Fine Arts at Sichuan Teachers University in Chengdu. I regret not having more
experience with Chinese art and culture, so
I'll repeat a passage from the artist notes:
"Ji Ruoxiao's paintings are a lively blend
of traditional Chinese brush painting and a
modem use of strong primary colors. Special interest in the condition§ and customs
of minority nationalities in China has
prompted her to travel widely. Her paintings have been influenced by the powerful
landscapes of her travels and the colorful
folk traditions of the Tibetan andYi people."
The paintings are bright and ominous
pieces, which depict intense emotion undercut with pensive calm. One piece, entitled "Sunny Days," overflows with a van-

images depict a sleeping or unconscious
boy, a man straining under the weight of
some great force, a walking girl who gazes
off intothe maze of images.
In "Landscape of the North," dark areas
abound with sudden appearances of colorful architecture. In "Landscape of the North
II," a crowd of people with somber faces
look upon large looming objects, perhaps
boats.
The various paintings show scenes which,
although abstract upon first glance, upon

Separated at birth?
Hard- working
Trail Staffer Jen
Wong and
da Vinci's
hardly smirking
'Mona Lisa'?

Cet
anoffier
monffi off

us

summer.
No, we're not giving you your own personal time
warp so you can fmish perfecting your tan lines. But when
you pay for three months' storage at Shurgard, you get the
fourth month free. Which is almost as good. Because when
you go home this summer, you won't have to try roping your
plaid sofa and dayglo bean bag chairs onto the back of your
mountain bike.

100% LIVE Instruction for the
November 1993 CPA Exam
Our Early-Bird 42 class program is offered
in Seattle, Tacoma, Bellevue and Portland
beginning May 29 through June 3.
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE
230 Skinner Bldg/1326 Fifth Ave
Seattle, WA 98101-2614
Seattle/Bell!Fac ......1206)624-0716
Portland ..................503) 283-7224
Boston ....................617 666-4366
EDUCATION NewYork ...............212563-0677
PDGRAMS.L1t3 Dallas/FtWorth ......817 273-2290
Hong Kong .............852 770.7801
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repeated viewings show scenes of naturalism quite clearly. A striking piece called
"The Well" shows a village whose locus is
an old well. The radical perspective draws
attention into the well.
Some other pieces are "Peasant Family,"
and "Impression of the Taihang Mountains." These paintings show a realistic
content of folk and naturalistic images,
interpreted through a screen of traditional
and modem techniques, to create dynamic
images.

SHUGARD
STORP3E cEt'rrERS

Highland Hill

Sprague

801 North Mildred
564-2700

1235 South Sprague
383-3903
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WRITER' S CORNERO '21 INNINGS'
0

EJBy Todd Bay
Guest Writer

Tony LaRussa once said, "Baseball is a
game that breaks someone's heart every
day." I guess I had always considered
myself one of the lucky ones.
I had come into the game in the 17th
inning. Itis now thebottom ofthe2lst. 1:58
a.m. The count is 2-0. The bases are loaded.
No outs. The score at the end of the 4th
inning was 4 to 4 and it is still 4 to 4. The
man on third is there because of a basehit.
The man on first is there because I walked
him on four straight balls. There is no one
warming up in our bullpen. It's my game. I
look over to my dugouL My teammates are
taking off their cleats and packing their
bags before I throw the next pitch.
I'm sure every ballplayer has felt the
pains of losing a game, but knowing that
you are about to become the losing pitcher
of a 7 hour, 21 inning game was really
going to hurt.
Once again, I look over at my dugout. I
hear a "You can do it" and "Don't worry
Bay, just pretend it's just another pitch."
But I knew it wasn't just another pitch.
They knew it wasn't just another pitch. I
could see it in their faces,! knew what they
were thinking.
Usually, no matter how bad of a game I've
pitched in the past, I've always looked
forward to going home and watching David
Letterman at 12:37 a.m. sharp. But tonight
he wouldn't be there to console my losses.
It was past even his bedtime.
The biggest rule in pitching is never to

walk in the winning run (I'm sure there is a
foomote to the rule that states it's even
worse to do it in the 21st inning).
I throw the next pitch. A fastball. Ball
three. 3-0. My catcher throws the ball back
to me. 21 innings. Why me? Why this position? Why this game? I pick up the rosin
bag.
Some say when you are about to die, your
life flashes in front of you. Well, my baseball career was aboutready to die. I remember when I was a kid, I used to bicycle into
town and pitch an old beat-up leather baseball against this brick wall until it was dark.
When I was older, I built a mound and a
makeshift backstop in our back pasture,
and I would pitch that same baseball into a
sleeping bag for hours. I would always
pitch a complete game. When it became too
dark, I would drive my car behind the
mound, turn on the headlights, and finish
the game. And the end of the game would
always be with the bases loaded, the best
hitter up, and there would be a 3-0 count.
And in every game in that back pasture, I
would always come back, and I would
always win.
I drop the rosin bag back down. As I step
on to the mound to deliver the next pitch, I
squeeze the last thoughts of the back pasture out of my mind and pitch the ball.
Strike one. Hmmm. Next pitch is a fastball.
Strike two.
The second biggest rule for pitchers is to
always thmw a fastball when you're struggling to put the ball over the plate. So what
do I call for? A slider. As I'm shaking off
the signs from the catcher until he gives me

Music Reviewer

Various. PugetSounds (ASUPS Records)
The long-awaited campus bands tape is
finally here. A run-down of the songs:
The Undecided (Cynic) - It's cool, but
it's pop. Way too polished for my tastes but
you can sing along and it's got a groovy
beat you can dance to.
S.F.W. (F.O.F.) - I'm impressed. Grooves
and hooks a plenty .... but the singer has
got to go (the synth too).

Head Cheese (Thday) - It ain't easy being cheesy. Kai say nice, cheery pop.
Hen (Poopsie) - Best song on the album.
Jazz/Rock fusion on coke. Pretty hectic
stuff..
Riverbottom Nightmare Band (Nothin'
Without You) - Imitation Wonderbread
Motown crap . . .oh baby, baby. (Sorry
John.) Kai say 'I don't know. I liked it.'
Goes Around (Stony Mountain)
I waspleasently suprised. CSN-ish acoustic tune with harmonies ...cool.
Krank (I Am Sole) - I respectfully de-

i
,

1
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,
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dine to comment, except Mas's solo was
killer.
Head Cheese (Falling) - Pete say 'Cheddar is better.'
S.F.W. (Cheapness) - Not as good as the
first song but still decent. Is that singer still
in the band?
The Undecided (Angles Thru (v Whist
Habit)) - Kinda sounds like Buffalo Tom's
"Staples." Sticks in yourbrain, you'll sing
it all day.
Hen (Baboon With a Prismatic Suitcase
Tattoo) - Not as good as the first song. A

little more Primus in this one. You've got
to see them live to fully appreciate them.
Note: Remember that we judged these
bandsjustas we would any other bands. As
far as "campus bands" are concered they're
all pretty damn good. The bands had very
little time in the studio and it was a new
experience for most of them. Nabil really
got his shit together pulling this thing off.
The first hundred tapes sold out quickly but
there's more to come, so keep an eye out.
And don't blame Pete; Kai agrees. Mostly.

• serve full-time for one year in low-income communities

.

time. I call for another slider. "Holy Shit,
Bay!" drifts in from centerfield. I pick up
my left leg and push off with my right leg
towards home plate and throw the 3-2 pitch
to the plate. All the baserunners are moving
on the pitch.
There is soundthatan aluminum bat makes
when it cleanly meets a baseball. It is a
sound that is not heard in any other sport.
Only in baseball. To some it is a very
beautiful sound. To others ...itisn't. Itis not
a thud, and it is not a ping. It can't be
explained. Only heard and felt. And at 2:09
a.m., every person in that ball park, including myself, heard and felt that sound.
As the opposing team dog-piles the winning baserunner at home plate, the batter
who stroked the beautiful game-winning
line-drive basehit into right field runs by
me. He looks at me. I can still hear those
words as if said to me yesterday. "You're
nothing but a fuckin' puss, Bay! Go home.
You lost!" Go home. You lost. 21 innings.
I can count on one hand the people and
things that I have cried over in my lifetime.
One hand. And on that mound at 2:09 a.m.,
sat the little boy who faithfully threw a
beat-up leather baseball against a brick
wall, the teenager who faithfully threw the
same leather baseball into a sleeping bag in
the back pasture, and the 25 year-old who
hoped he was going to win the game of his
life. And at 2:09 a.m.., they all sat on that
mound together and cried.
Tony LaRussa once said, "Baseball is a
game that breaks someone's heart everythy."
That night it broke mine.

Campus Bond Tape Review

At losti, Sneaky and Sly's l
By Pete Burness

the slider, I hear my center fielder screaming "Holy Shit Bay! Just throw theball over
thefuckin' plate!" I throw it. My slider.
Strike three. One out. "Great pitch, Bay!"
meekly drifts in from centerfield.
Bases are still loaded. I look over to my
dugout. They stop packing up. The next
batter steps up and hits a pop-fly to the
shortstop on the first pitch. A slider. Two
outs. Bases still loaded. Once again I look
over to the dugout. The bags are unpacked
and cleats are going back on.
The next batter steps up to the plate. It is
their #4 hitter in the line-up (which usually
denotes the best hitter on the team). There
are two outs, three men on. My first pitch is
a fastball. Strike one. Second pitch is a
change-up. Strike two. And in from
centerfield I hear the infamous words, "I
knew you could do it, Bay!".
Another pitching rule is to never throw a
strike when the count is 0-2. You always
want to pitch the ball just a little out of their
reach, but tempting enough for them to take
a swing at. I do that. He doesn't. Ball one.
Next pitch is a change-up just out of his
reach. Once again, thebatter does not swing.
Well, he isn't batting in the #4 spot for
nothing. Ball two. 2-2. The next pitch I
throw is a slider. It starts outside the strikezone and quickly breaks right down the
heart of the plate. Beautiful pitch. Once
again, the batter does not swing.
Well, here I was. Every back-pasture
dream and fantasy was coming true. All I
had to do was throw the ball over a white
plate 60 feet 6 inches away to end it all. I had
done it all my life. I could do it one more

.

• help people mobilize to overcome poverty in their
neighborhoods.
• are assigned to local projects in the 50 states, Puerto Rico
and Washington, D.C.
• set up projects to reduce hunger and homelessness,
organize people to rebuild urban housing, create
employment and literacy prolects ... and much more.
• are U.S. citizens or permanent residents, age 18 or older.

• a modest living atowance plus a $95 monthly stipend paid
upon completion of service
• training before and during service.
• unique experience and new skills which enhance career
development.

1ON

• possible deferment or partial cancellation of student loans
• easier access to federal employment after service

THE FEDERAL DDAESTIC
VDLUN1TEER AGENCY

Recrui"ter on campus
V

.

APRIL 28 & 29, 10AM - 4PM, STUDENT CENTER
INFO MEETING -- TBA
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One confused student discovers the meaning of Earth Week
JBy Katie Showalter

we don't have to deal with it anymore," I
said.
Staff Writer
"That's the core of the problem," interjected Mark Dix, Earth Activists leader.
What on earth is going on this week?
"People are only attached to the object long
Why did students pile trash in front of the
enough to support their notions of a conveRasmussen Rotunda? Were they trying to
nient lifestyle, suddenly detached when the
blockade the SUB entrance? I mean, I don't
object is in the landfill."
want to look at it.
"Well, what's wrong with that?" I asked.
So they
handed
me facts,
including
one neonbright
sheet advising me
how to
dispose of
my endof - the year junk.
We're
running
out of
space in
the world,
0)
and
the
C
cost
to
C
carry this
trash is
enorRadiation Suit Wednesday was started last year to educate people about ozone mous.
depletion.
During
the five
days at the end of the year when most of us
And what about those strange people
move, 26.3 tons of garbage goes to the
dressed in whitejumpsuits who were roamdump, at the cost of48 dollars a ton to cover
ing around campus on Wednesday? Were
the landfill fee, employee fee, transportathey making a fashion statement? Or, does
tion and gas. And the money comes fromit have anything to do with sexual harass"hey, it comes out of my tuition! That's not
ment? After all, we had that rally thing...
cool!" I said.
But the flier also included ideas for deThese same people have been selling teal
creasing these tons of junk. The Goodwill
turtle t-shirts and the ever fashionable UPS
or Salvation Army sets up a box in the SUB
reusable mugs in the SUB. Turtles and
parking lot every year. And forrecyclables,
mugs, turtles and mugs . . . is there a
the main bins (newspaper, cardboard, glass)
connection?
are behind the SUB. In addition, I bet the
And lastly, how can a den o' lions sing in
Tacoma Rescue Mission would want those
the Rotunda? The circus left, didn't it? And
old clothes.
who is the famous speaker the trash-piling,
The best way to reduce junk, however, is
white-suited t-shirt sellers keep talking
to think before buying. We need to be aware
about? I haven't seen such strange goingsof the problem (waste) and the solution
on since, oh, this time last year. What does
(decrease it).
it all mean?
Finally, going crazy with curiosity, I approached their table. Amid the mugs and tshirts I found information. "So, why'd you
put the day's trash in front of the SUB?" I
asked.
The trash bags were placed outside so
students could see how much they throw
away on campus each day, explained the
member of Earth Activists (the organization, I discovered; that sponsored this weird
week). The bags, conveniently clear, also
showed how much of the waste—pizza
boxes, bottles, paper—could have been recycled.
And some of the trash could have been
avoided had students used a mug instead of
papercups. Orif,for example, they'dbought
a bag of popcorn kernels instead of the
individual bags of microwave popcorn packaged in a box and wrapped in plastic (the
kernels soaked in grease, to boot).
"Ok, it's ugly and we should be more
careful, but once the trash leaves campus
-
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What you

"Everything we purchase is more permanent than any of us. That thing from Target
will be here long after our urns get dusty on
the mantelpiece," said Dix.
All right, I understand the trash barricade
in front of the SUB. I posed my next question: "What is up with the white suits?"
"Dana Lyons started it a year ago," said
Dix.
"Lions?"
"The beauty ofit is that you go about your
daily life and everyone you come in contact
with asks, what's up with the white suit?"
said Dix. And I received another flier, neon
chartreuse in color, with Resneck Parr's
inauguration announcement on the back.
Using the backside ofthe paper, too—what
a novel idea!
The frontannounced aconcert with singer
Dana Lyons (oh, Lyons!) with Lone Wolf
playing the acoustic guitar. Radiation Suit
Wednesday was started as a method to
educate people about ozone depletion in
ourearth's atmosphere. The method works.
I asked about the suit and was told about
ozone loss. I think I'd better get some
sunglasses andsunscreen. I don't wantcataracts or skin cancer.
"I comprehend the white suits. Now, what
about the turtles and mugs?" I asked.
The t-shirt proceeds will help pay for the
Dana Lyons concert held last night. The
mugs are sold courtesy offood service, and
hopefully students will use them in place of
paper cups, explained the EA t-shirt seller.
"That's cool," I said and bought one.
"Last question: who is this nationally renownedspeakeryoukeep telling me about?"
And they pointed to a balding, mustached
man pictured on the chartreuse flier.
"ASUPS Lectures Presents Jeremy Rifkin,
philosopher, social critic, author, political
activist."
"Oh!" I exclaimed. Then I thanked the
Earth Activists for an enlightening conversation, and promised to use mugs, the back
sides of papers, and the recycling bins. I
also promised not to settle for these solutions, but to continue to think of new ways
to reduce waste in my lifestyle.
And, if you want more information about
Jeremy Riflcin, you will have to attend the
lecture with me tonight at 8:00 in the Great
Hall. Ciao. And happy Earth Week.

- Take your own cloth orstring tot
- Keep the tires on your car inflate
age more than other t
- Install low-cost shower heads an
..:Handwash dishes instead of using
dishwasher, run it on the short
- Kee1; a pitcher of cold water i
- When cleaning fruits and vegetabi
this could .
- Recycle! Tin cans, aluminum cans,
dow glass, beverage and container gl
oil and batteries of all kinds can be
et Use reusable containers (z
- Turn down the temperature on you
- Dispose of hazardous product c'
types of batteries, motor oil and ot
dtv
Compiled from brochures put out

Planet W'Ise Pr
IJBy Michele Whitehead
Features Editor

Environmental consciousness takes shape
in very innovative ways at Planet Wise
Products, a store based in Federal Way.
The products can provoke an immediate
response, as evidenced by the reaction of a
delivery woman who made a quick stop
while I was checking out the store.
"Gosh, you can even recycle your toothbrush now," she remarked, with a somewhat surprised laugh.
Theproduct which caught hereye, a toothbrush with a reusable handle and heads that
detach and can be replaced without throwing out the whole toothbrush, is just one of
many products "intended to make it easier
for anybody to help be part of the solution
to environmental problems," said store
owner Skip Broadhead.
Although Planet Wise Products opened
. only five months ago, Broadhead spent
about a year prior to that putting the store
together and researching products. He conceived of the idea after he and his wife tried

r
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We cannot change unless
we survive, but we cannot
survive unless we change

In do for the environment:
g when you go shopping, and avoid using either paper or plastic shopping
bags.
perly to preserve their life and save on gas (radial tires improve gas mile). The less gas you use, the less CO2 enters the environment.
ce water flow from 12 gallons a minute to three. Reducing your shower ing time also saves water.

I

shwasher; this saves about 25 gallons of water per load. If you do use the
(which only uses seven gallons), and only when you have a full load of
dishes.

efrigerator instead of running it at the tap until it cools, this saves about
two gallons of water per drink.
use a brush and a bowl full of water instead of running water over them,
'e between two and ten gallons of water per meal.
p metal, aluminum foil, newspapers, mixed zvaste paper, plate & winplastic soda bottles and milk jugs, magazines, cardboard, waste motor
cled. For more information on how, call the City of Tacoma Lan4fill/
Recycling Center at 565-5955.
iic cups instead of paper ones), and reuse what you buy. Buy products
made of recycled materials.
Theater to 130 F, for every ten degrees you lower the heat you save six
percent of the energy used.
in the home; oil based paints, cleaners, yard and garden chemicals, all
.motive fluids can be safely disposed of at the Tacoma Landfill Thursunday, 830 a.m.-4 p.m., for no charge.
Planet Wise Products, the City of Tacoma, and Earth Share of Washington.

The beef on Jeremy Rifkin
Renowned environmental activist, author,
keynote Earth Week speaker at UPS
By Katie Showalter
Staff Writer
Jeremy Rifldn. The National Journal named him
.: • •
one of 150 people in the
•' '
' .
United States who have the
:• .
most influence in shaping !
.
federal government policy.
The New York Times Maga. .
zine described him as "the
.
.
most vocal, most successc$
ful and thus most hated
"
opponent of what he calls
e
the BiotechRevolution a
,'
'
man who has exposed
inadaquecies in Federal
•; . ' :
regulation of the release of
genetically altered organ
••' •" '
isms in the environment."
. :.
He wrote Entropy, Time
. . . .. .
Wars and Beyond Beef, as
•'
- ..
. . .
..
well as nine other books that
havebeen translatedinto 13
Author and speaker .Icre,nv Rijkin
languages. He writes guest
tomatoes to reduce freezing damage,"
editorials about the greenhouse effect
Rifkin wrote in a fact sheet for his Pure
and the dangers of genetically altered
Food Campaign.
foods for New York Times, Washington
"The new genes which have been
Post, USA Today and other journals.
added to the plants or animals could
HehasappearedasaguestonNightline,
affect other genes and create foods which
MacNeil Lehrer, 20/20, Donahue and
are toxic or highly allergenic." Environthe Today Show. He is founder and
mental and ethical reasons are included
President ofthe Foundation of Economic
in the fact sheet as well.
Trends, Chairperson ofthe Green MoveRifkin does not believe environmental
ment for Environmental Justice and a
issues
can be evaluated in isolation.
Sustainable Economy—and he is speakScience,
politics, business, society and
ing here, atUPS , in the GreatHall at 8:00
morality
all affect the decision to
tonight.
progress
or
hold back. Today in SUB
Rifkin will discuss "Prospects for the
101, Rifkin spoke to four classes, all
Earth in the 21st Century: Connecting
studying the environment from differOurPersonal Experiences With the Gbent perspectives: BPA, history, science
bal Environmental Crisis." "I think anyand physical education. Rifldn believes
one who isn't concerned . . . has not been
that discourse should be held in an interliving in reality," said Rifldn in anAmeridisciplinary setting. The hope is that
can Way interview. "We've created a
humans can balance new technology
world rife with problems, and it's naive
with sustaining the community, he told
or disingenuous to believe that this is an
American Way.
accident."
"When the Iroquois made a decision,"
Rifldn's biggestbattle is waged against
said
Rifkin, "they said, 'how does it
biotechnology. "Human genes have been
affect
the seven generations in the fuadded to pigs in order to create leaner
tore?"
meat . . . . Fish genes have been added to
:

;

ductse, A haven for env'ironmentally conscious consumers
for years to locate environmentally sound
products for their own use, and realized
how difficult they were to find.
"There seemed to be an opportunity to
make 'green' products more available to
people," said Broadhead. His hope is that
"making it easier to get earth friendly products will stimulate a demand for them and
we'll see more being developed."
Broadhead often has more products available than room to display them, and so must
rotate them seasonally. There are a vast
variety, stemming from the fact that he has
about 500 products purchased from over
100 different vendors.
"We have an eclectic sample of things,"
said Broadhead. "What impresses people
here is the variety of products. For many
products there's an environmentally preferred altemativeanci we try to carry those."
Available atPlanetWise Products are gift
items such as jewelry, cards, clothes and
books, as well as more mundane items like
cleaning supplies, light bulbs, gardening
products and shower heads.
For example, one could purchase earrings

made by a 12-year-old in Toronto, Canada,
from pop cans and coated with a non-toxic
laquer. Or one could buy clothes, sheets,
towels, or diapers made from organically
grown cotton (meaning that no chemical

"Our customers are
very serious about
getting top quality
products and having
confidence that what
the label says is true."
fertilizers, insecticides or pesticides
were used in the growth of the cotton).
My personal favorites were the jewehy made from the tagua palm nut and
the Deja shoes. The palm nut jewelry,
from Ecuador, is often dubbed "vegetable ivory" because when cut and

polished it looks a lot like ivory. These
products are especially ecologically sound
because they replace the need for ivory, no
trees are cut down to make them (the nuts
are collected), and their manufacture provides jobs for the natives of Ecuador.
The Deja shoes, which Planet Wise was
the first store in the U.S. to carry, are also
interesting. . Coming in several styles resembling Keds, hiking boots or oxfords;
these shoes are made up in part, of recycled
materials such as soda bottles, coffee filters, tire rubber, magazines, cardboard and
polystyrene cups.
More practical, daily use items include
toilet paper, napkins, paper towels, and
stationary madefrom almost 100% recycled
material, coffee filters made of unbleached
paper, aluminum can crushers, and energy
saving light bulbs.
Finding all of these products and verifying their quality took a lot of work for
Broadhead. Prior to the store' s opening he
researched and tested products and also
interviewed vendors and distributors.
"Our customers are very serious about

getting top quality products and having
confidence that what the label says is true,"
said Broadhead. Therefore, "we do a lot of
homework for our customers."
Of importance to consumers, no matter
how environmentally conscious they are, is
price. Some of the products, like cards or
stationary, are priced the same as their
"non-green" counterparts. Other items are
priced higher than non-envimnmental products, such as the light bulb for $27.50. Yet
the fact that the bulb lasts for seven years
evens out the initial cosi
"We do our best to keep prices low ... we
want people to be able to buy earth friendly
products and get good value for them," said
Broadhead.
Already, Broadhead is working on sending out a newsletter to make products available for delivery. Broadhead will also be
displaying products at the Earth Day celebration, Saturday, April 24, from 1 1 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at Tacoma Community College.
Planet Wise Products is located at 2539
Gateway Center Place S. in Federal Way,
925-1259
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Puget Sound fares well in only home track meet
Several Puget Sound track andfield athletes quali-.
fled for post season competition - district and
national - despite the rain and cold weather
conditions at the J.D. Shotwell Invitational.

Kirby Leufroy finished third in the 800meterrun with atimeof
1:55.99. Freshman Eric
IBy Melissa Moffett
meter hurdles with a district-qualifying time
Cook, running the 800
Staff Writer
of 15.90.
meters for his first time
The Puget Sound men's 400-meter relay
this season, premiered
Though Baker Stadium was damp and
placed third with a time of 42.34. The team
with a 2:04.12.
cold during the Loggers' only home meet of
was beaten by Western Oregon, who set the
In the 5,000-meter run
the season, resulting in mostly sub-par renew meet record of 41.40.
Lane Seeley took fourth
sults, there was still a good showing for the
John Rogeistad ran the 400 meters in
place with a time of
home crowd to cheer for.
50.31 to capture third place.
15.5 1.8.
Richard Burgess won the men's400-meter
Roger Bialous had a strong fourth place
Opening the meet for
hurdles with a time of 55.24— exactly two
finish in his first 1,500-meter run of the
the women was Jennifer
seconds off of the national qualifying time,
season. His time was 4:07.3.
Burningham who won
He was followed by teammates Alan
In the men's high jump Adam Sowards
the women's 5,000
Burningham in 57.80 and Matt Maria in
jumped a district qualifying 6-foot, 4-inches
meters in 18:28.2. She
58.43.
and tied for first place.
Adam Sowards clears the bar during the hioh iwno comnetition
wnsfolloweil 1w Kirsten
Maria also finished fourth in the 110Sowards also took fifth place in the triple
Saturday in Baker Stadium. He tied for first with a districtBrenkert, third in
1&394
qualifying clearance of 6 feet, 4 inches.
, ,,, ,
, 1--—, _ 
1 :
1
1
and
Melissa Moffeit, sixth in
to Central Washington for their final regu18:56.33. All three
lar-season meet this weekend.
women qualified for disThe weekend's meet against the Wildcats
tricts.
will be a precursor for the district meet will
Danita Erickson won
also be held in Ellensburg on May 7-8.
the 800 meters in 2:15.65.
Women's lacrosse wins Division II
Erickson also won the
1,500 meters in 4:40.74.
Western States champions
Shawn Perkins took seeAfter winning four games at the Division
ond with a 4:49.62. They
llWestem States Championships last weekqualified fornationals and
end, the Puget Sound women's lacrosse
districts, respectively.
team advanced to the championship game
Emily Kellman led the
and
defeated Colorado State University, 7entire race and won the
4,
to
become the Western States champi3,000-meter run in
ons.
10: 14.66.
Lucy Benedict, a team captain, scored
Rachel Squillace won
two goals in the championship victory.
the discus event by outSixteen schools were in the division that
distancing the national
t.,rnlo,',I ,,th
th.',o,,, ,-,ç
Puget Sound won to advance into the chamJennijer Lurnzng/zam (tar left)
the eventual winner in 18:28.2 - Kirsten Brenkert (third from left) and
pionship game. The tournament was held at
Melissa Moffert (fourth from left) round the track during the early stages of the 5,000-meter run.
Stanford University.
The Loggers will travel
11 1
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For People Who Care About Our Environment

PlanetWise
Products

LBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor
Using strong finishes from the J.D.
Shotwell Invitational, Keith Burgess and
Jennifer Burningham were named the Dande
Trophy Athletes of the Week.
Burgess, a junior from Lihue, Hawaii,
won the 400-meter intermediate hurdles
with a time of 55.24 seconds. He is already
the district leader in that event with a time
of 54.95 seconds set earlier this season.
In the 5,000 meters, Bumingham, a sophomore, took firstplace with atimeof 18:28.2.
Both athletes will lead a strong group of
Puget Sound track and field members to
Central Washington University in
Ellensburg next week and for the district
meet on May 7 and 8.

TM

An Environmental General Store Filled
With Earth-Friendly Goods & Gifts!

m
C(0

.. Organic Cotton C'othing For All Ages
DEJA Shoes
. Non-Toxic Cleaners wo Stationery & Paper Goods
ww Water-Saving Devices s Organic Gardening Supplies
Composting & Recycling Aids • Energy-Saving Lights
ko Ecological Books & Magazines
Wild Bird Seed
. Many Other Products For Healthy & Sustainable Living
2539 Gateway Center Place - Between REI and General Cinema
At 1-5 and South 320th Street in Federal Way

(206)839-2089 '' 925-1259
I

Openldays

————————————
Tantalizing Candy' Tantalizing Candy'

:
:
HSIMOO iil $1.00 I

CANDY

Buy the Piece, 112 Pound :
or 114 Pound

Off

•Great Gifts •Cannon Beach Taffy I Any Purchase I I Any Purchase I
of $5.00 or more I I of $5.00 or more I
J elly Bellies 'Sours & Gummies
'Chocolates •Hard Wrapped Candy I Limit One Coupon Person I I i.imit One Coupon Person I
'Sugar Free 'Truffles
4-30-93
XS —
4-30-93
L
— — — —Expires
——
— _I•

m
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Off
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Westgate ShoppingCenter
26th North Pearl
(by Starbuck's)
752-1 233

Downtown
115 S. 11th
(by Starbuck's)
627-2676

JL
South Hill
11705 Meridian E.
(Next to Safeway)
845-3814
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Puget Sound base ball gets soaked
[By Matt Gordon
Staff Writer

ThePugetSoundbaseball team was rained
on all week. Over the weekend, all three
scheduled games against Whitman were
called due to inclement weather conditions
that swamped the field.
And when they finally got to play on
Wednesday, the National Baseball Institute
of Canada poured it on before the rains
ame

The Loggers lost 13-0 to NBI in a game
that ended with a downpour in the fifth
inning. The second game of the scheduled
double-header, which was already a makeup for a previous rain-out, was also cancelled. The loss dropped the Loggers to 226 on the season.
Friday afternoon, the Loggers will try
again to play ball. A double-dip againsi
Central Washington at Burns Field is scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. - weather permitor course.

C

a)
C
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C
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To keep alive as a base runner in last weeks game against inc cross-town rivut I- UL.LJL C
Lutheran Lutes, Jon Huber dives back into first base. Huber walked to start the sevent h
inning and scored a run as the Loggers took a three-run lead into the eighth.
Unfortunately, the Loggers gave up two runs in the eighth and ninth innings arid then
stranded a runner on third in the bottom of the ninth, losing the game, 6-5.
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A FULL SERVICE SALON
"Jarika on Broadway"

service
fora11U.P.S ' students
with student ID
1320 Broadway Plaza
627-7045

At the Sheraton
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Loggrer Line
Tennis prepares for northern road trip
C)By Alan Weiner
Staff Writer

The Puget Sound women's tennis team,
recently ranked 25th, is preparing for the
NAIA District 1 Tournament on April 29
through May 2. The Loggers have just one
%1Joh
u1su---Iu_ I1I4LC.11 LULL ag CaL11I. VVU.'fl
ington onFriday and theWestem Washington Tournament setfor Saturday at9 a.m. in
Bellingham.
The men's team will also close out its
regular season Saturday at WWU.
The women enter competition at 10-4
overall and 6-3 in the district after suffering
a heart breaking loss to Pacific Lutheran
last Wednesday.
Lisa Wong, ranked 42nd in the nation,
was a singles winner along with Karyle
Krather. Wong and Kramer - ranked 19th
in doubles - did not pair up for the competition.
Karen Phillips and Megan Volkman, as
well as Heather Seeley and Nikki Powers,
were doubles winners.
The men, after suffering a 5-4 loss to
Seattle University on April 13, are coming
off a 7-2 win over Whitman, and a 9-0
shutout over Lewis and Clark. They are
currently 11-4 overall and 6-3 in the district.
David Ichikawa-James Wright, Brent
Chin-Jason Ritchie and Jeff Wiltse-John
Rice were all doubles winners against
Whitman on Friday.
Scott Twito has lost just one match this
season going into this weekend's play.

GREAT SUMMER JOBS
with Student Works Painng in South
Seattle, Kent area. No experience
necessary. Call Kevin at 7564021.

Golf team to follow tennis to
wwU and Bellingham
Like the tennis teams, Puget Sound golfers will go on a Northern road trip today and
Friday for the Western Washington Invitational in Bellingham.
Today's match play begins at noon and
Friday's will start at 7 a.m.
Last weekend, at the Green River Cornmunity College Invitational at the North
Shore Golf Club, the Loggers took a 6th
place. Jeremy Some led the Loggers with a
two day total of 152 (74-78).

Crew returns from WWU with
decent finishes
LastSaturday at theCascade Sprints Crew
Regatta in Bellingham, the Puget Sound
women's novice four captured second place.
At the Cascade Sprints, the unofficial
Northwest small-college championships,
that Puget Sound team fmished the 2,000meter course in 8:39.47.
The women's varsity four, novice eight
and junior varsity eight were all fourthplace finishers. The men's junior varsity
four was the third-place winner with a time
of 7:28.59.
Both the men and women head to
Vancouver for competition on Saturday.

After a relaxing week, softball
travels north, too
Puget Sound softball will end their week
of rest with a return to action that will be
highlighted by a six-game, three-day road
trip up North.
The Loggers will play Simon Fraser in
double-headers on Friday and Saturday.
Then they will face Western Washington
on Sunday in another double-header.
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Sara Freeman
David Franzen
Eric Borne
Michele Whitehead
John Tocher
Bruno Zalubil
Jason Z. Saffir
JenWong
An ne Harris
Mike Ridolfi
Steve Kauffman
Rachael Vorberg-Rugh
JenDeBoer
Karl Zener
Katharine Dvorak
J.L. Reasonover
Erika Konopka
Tracy Burch
Brian McGuire
Sundown Stauffer
Paul Morgan

Editor
Managing Editor
News Editor
Features Editor
A&E Editor
Sports Editor
Opinions Editor
Layout Editor
Layout Editor
Layout Asst.
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Assistant News Editor
Advertising Director
Business Manager
Work Study
Media Advisor

Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of Puget
Sound Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Associated Students, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Staff Editorials
(unsigned editorials) are the opinion of the majority of the core staff. Guest opinions
are printed on the discretion of the Opinions Editor. The Trail reserves the right not
to print letters over three hundred words and to edit any letters printed All letters
must have a cignature and a phone number and are due Tuesday at 5 p m Anony
mous letters will be printed only at the discretion of the Editor. Letters and other
correspondence may be addressed to The Trail University of Pu get Sound 1500 N.
Warner, Tacoma WA 98416.

April 22, 1993

Staff Editorial

The Trail chooses to. print a rebuttal
The Trail has reported extensively on sexual harrassment this year. This coverage has
sparked criticism from many fronts, most recently at President Pieive's open forum on
Tuesday.
To set the record straight, The Traildid "choose to print" thaWs. Bernice Sandlerhad been
invited to campus. This news appeared in the March 1 1 story "Pierce forms committee on
sexual harassment" by Editor Sara Freeman. Because of the importance of this issue to
students we will continue to cover Dr. Sandier's visit completely and responsibly. We will
also not fail to report other developments in the sexual harrassment issue as they occur.
Our mission as a student newspaper is to report on issues that we feel are of concern to
students. We are not the official spokespersons for the University or the student government, nor should we be.
It should be of concern to students, faculty and staff if the President's only efforts to
diseminate information to the campus community are through verbal comments to the
Editor of The Trail. We hope students will continue to hold President Pierce accountable
for communicating administrative information to students. Mter all, President Pierce
adequately publicized Tuesday's open forum without The Trail's assistence. This should
be the case with every issue that she deems suitable for public discussion. We are not
satisfied with excuses that are false, irresponsible and weak. We hope that students are not
satisfied with these excuses either.
Furthermore, we would like to reiterate that The Trail is in no way obliged to provide free
publicity to any organization, be it the administration, ASUPS, campus bands, sororities or
fraternities, clubs and organizations, sports teams, or what have you. Editorial control lies
with the Staff, chosen by the Editor who is elected by the Student Senate's Media Board.
We admit that we are not perfect; but we are confident that we have covered the sexual
harrassment issue to the best of our ability.
Of course, anyone not satisfied with the reporting and/or writing in The Trail is welcome
to commit his or her time and energy to the publication. Any student may apply for a
position on next year's staff or volunteer to be a staff writer.
To anyone offering constructive criticism of The Trail, we ask that you get your facts
straight first.

Letters to the Editor
Campus music coverage
discordant
Dear Trail,
I recently had the pleasure ofreading two
articles by Sundown Stauffer in last week's
issue, "CMN planned tape release concert," and "Krank winds up Rendezvous."
With regard to the first article, a simple
misprint— or perhaps a small oversight on
Sundown's part. One hundred (100) CMN
tapes were made— total. That's it. Not
I ,500. They were all sold at the concert and
more are being made (another 100 or so) at
this very moment.
With regard to the second article. Why is
"staffrent-a-cop" writing concert reviews?
Stauffer claims that CMN has sponsored a
series of"small" concerts at which "usually
more than thirty people or so show up."
Count again. The head count immediately
before the Krank show was roughly 75 or
80. As far as the other "intimate little gigs,"
Hen, SFW, and The Undecided have each
packed between 100 and 200 bodies into
the Cellar and Rendezvous.
"Krank possesses that fuzzy guitar-onented sound that's associated with a lot of
college bands these days." Not a bad thing
to say— but by no means is this description
accurate. Krank, specifically Mas the guitar player, possesses if anything a very
clean, bluesy sound. Heard the tape?
Stauffer was "distracted by the presence,
or rather non-presence of the bass line.
Gooey, non-articulated," blah, blah, blah.
"Same thing goes for the drummer, Brian."
Just what exactly did you hear that night in
the Rendezvous Sundown? It's not the Paramount. I agree, the sound quality was nothing spectacular. But that was no fault of the
musicians' . Rather, I place the blameon the
room, the sound system, your ears.
In my four years at UPS I have had the
opportunity to play with Mas, Sean, and
Brian of Krank. They are each great musicians and great guys. Collectively (with
Jesse), however, they are a very young
band. The purpose of this letter is not to
whine and complain about what was, for
the most part, a bad review. Why give
"rent-a-cop" the pen when there are writers
such as John Tocher and Pete Burness who
are far more knowledgeable about music?
Nabil Ayers

Mutticulturalism a fraud
To the editor:
During Multicultural Week, it is appropriate to examine the nature of
"multiculturalism" and its implications for
the university. In this letter, we provide
such an examination and suggest that
multiculturalism, as it is most often practiced, threatens the future of both the university and our society.
Liberal education requires the confrontstion . and critical examination of different
ideas. As Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. argues in
The Disuniting of America, however,
multiculturalism constrains critical discussion because its purpose is essentially inspimtional rather than educational. In part,
multiculturalism is a virulent straim of historical revisionism fueled by ideology, not
veracity.
Multiculturalism is, in essence, a propaganda campaign that sanctifies certain traditions while demonizing "the West," creating an emotionally-charged climate that
precludes critical inquiry. As such,
multiculturalism is educational fraud. Advocates of multiculturalism intentionally
cultivate ignorance, for they thrive in such
a climate. Ignorant students are malleable
and easily indoctrinated, and indoctrination is what multiculturaljsm is all about.
Multiculturalism demands this superficiality because critical inquiry shatters the
thick cocoon ofmyths surrounding ii Predictably, multiculturalists use Orwellian
phrases and myths to distort the historical
record and disguise reality. The catchword
"diversity" is just such and Orwellian device. It is a sham diversity that enforces a
narrow perspective while excluding true
intellectual diversity by denigrating or ignoting the diversity of ideas within Westem civilization. Multiculturalists would
have us believe that "the West" is a mendacious monolith, but it actually is composed
ofmanydifferent languages, traditions, and
philosophical perspectives. As Dinesh
D'Souza comments, "A tradition that includes Plato, Aristotle, Aurelius, Augustine, Aquinas, Luther, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, Marx, Jefferson, and Nietzsche
can hardly be termed monolithic or
uncritical." By rejecting the Western hentage, the proponents of multiculturalism

reject the concepts of universally-available
reason and individual rights. Ironically,
within these discarded concepts lie the only
hope for liberating the oppressed peoples
whom multiculturalists feign to represent.
In effect, multiculturalism is a guise for

When one examines
equality, justice,
respect for
minority rights,
and other factors,
the evidence forces
one to conclude
that the American
system should be
praised, not
condemned, for it is
in fact superior to
most of the societies so highly touted
by
multiculturalists.
cultural and moral subjectivism. Even the
mostmodernte multiculturalists believe that
no culture is better than another. America,
in contrast, was based on the belief that
some foims of social organization are better than others, that a democratic republic is
superior to a monarchy, that more liberty is
better than less. We readily admit that the
flaws ofAmenican society arepalpable, but
when one examines equality, justice, respect for minority rights, and other factors,
the evidence forces one to conclude that the
American system should be praised, not
condemned, for it is in fact superior to most

of the societies so highly touted by
multiculturalists.
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. has written doquentlyon the duplicity ofmulticulturalism:
"There is surely no reason for Western
civilization to have guilt trips laid on it by
champions ofcultuits based on despotism,
superstition, tribalism, and fanaticism....
Those many brave and humane Africans
who are struggling these days for decent
societies are animated by Western, not ASricanideals.... Today itis the Western democratic tradition that attracts and empowers
people ofall continents, creeds, and colors.
When the Chinese students cried and died
for democracy in Tiananmen Square, they
brought with them not representations of
Confucius or Buddha but a model of the
Statue of Liberty."
We believe that this duplicitous
multiculturalism will debase American
higher education by gutting standards and
prohibiting both rational discussion and
true intellectual diversity. Over time, education will become more therapeutic and
inspirational and less critical and informative. The kind of educational fraud being
perpetrated under the aegis of
multiculturalism is the antithesis of liberal
education. It indoctrinates rather than enlightens. It impoverishes the spirit rather
than enriching it, fetters the mind rather
than setting it free.
The ultimate effect of a successful program ofmulticultural indoctrination will be
nothing less than the dissolution of our
nation. In Democracy in America,
Tocqueville set forth a simplepnnciple that
elucidates the tension between
multiculturalism and American order: "In
order that society should exist, and a forlion, that a society should prosper, it is
required that all the minds of the citizens
should be rallied and held together by certain predominant ideas; and this cannot be
the case unless each of them sometimes
draws his opinionsfmm thecommon souree,
and consents to accept certain matters of
belief already formed." It is this "common
source," these "predominant ideas," that
multiculturalism threatens to destroy.
Sincerely,
Ray Kahler

JeffHolland
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isn't over, but does anyone care 2
.

iIBy Ajala Acholam
Guest Columnist
UPS,WAKEUP...APARTHEIDISNOT
OVER!! On April 13, 1993 at Tacoma
Community College some of Mandela's
Young Lions came from South Africa, as a
part of an Anti-Apartheid Empowerment
Tour, to speak on the current events unfolding in Africa. Their message was one of
great importancefor all people, not just for
Africans, or African Americans. But regardless of the fact that these young men
and womyn are risking their lives daily for
the dream of freedom, and regardless of
how important their message is, no one
gave a damn.
The audience was small, probably only
20-30 people attended. As if that was not
bad enough, there was no news coverage
anywhere, except, of course, for the little
picture and caption in the Trail. As stated
by Martin Luther King, "Injustice anywhere
is a threat to justice everywhere." If UPS
and the state of Washington truly believed
in Dr. King's dream, the Young Lions would
have at least been respected enough to have
their message heard. I, asan African American student, cannot help but to feel as if the
struggle for freedom and equality everywhere has been pushed back because of the

The media has a special talent for distorting news. In the
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media's distortion, and the majority's disinterest in the events occurring in South
Africa.
The media has a special talent for distorting news. In the case of South Africa, the
media has done nothing but aided the oppressive white minority's regime, lead by
F.W. De Kierk. Surely you remember the
pictures of De Kleii and Nelson Mandela
shaking hands after supposedly reaching
some sortofagreementconcerning theabolishment of Apartheid? Well, I'm sorry to
be the one to break the bad news to ya, but
all that is a bunch of crap. Mandela and the
ANC want an election in which all people
are able to vote. This vote, which is supposed to take place sometime early next
year, would enable some 30 million black
Africans to vote for the first time. The
outcome of that election would probably
remove De Kierk's regime from office, and
implement the people's Charter of Freedom as their constitution (as opposed to De

Kierk's proposed Charter of Fundamental
Rights. Obviously, the white regime is not
too crazy about the idea of being removed
from power. So what do they do? They
propose allowing apower share with blacks
if and only if the white regime is allowed
veto power over them. Dc Klerk also came
up with a wonderful idea of a rotating
president. These "negotiations" proposed
by the regime were not acceptable to the
ANC, and thus they continue to fight for the
right to be free from the dictatorship of
Apartheid.
Because of the recent assassination of a
powerful leader Chris Haiti, some coverage
of South Africa is once again resurfacing in
the news, but who really cares? How many
people have to die before someone hears
the cries of our brothas and sistas from
across the ocean? "More than 11,000 people
have died so far as a result of the political
violence in South Africa since 1984, over
half this number since Nelson Mandela was

released from prison in 1990," says the
ANC Deputy President Walter Sisulu. I
urge those people who want to help stop the
senseless murders of innocent people to
give the next paragraph all of their attention.
Recently there have been a number of
incidents here at UPS where some mdividuals found it necessary to display their
racist, anti-semitic and misogynistic views
on the walls of our beloved institution. For
those students and faculty who stated concern and interest in taking steps to ensure
incidents of this nature are not repeated,
here's your chance. One way of advancing
ourselves in multicultural issues is to not
only educate ourselves, but also to not tolerate injustice where ever it may be. Most
people do not view black people in America
as Africans, but we are. In order to help
ourselves advance, we as Americans, especially African Americans, must reach out to
South Africa and let them know we hear
their cries. No one will ever be free until
everyone is free.
A petition has been drawn to remove
De Klerk from office. If you are interested
in helping with this, or if you have any
questions or comments please call 7564364 and leave a message. If you give a
damn, you can make a difference.

Diversity is the key to fighting ignorance, hate at Puget Sound
By Jason Werts
Guest Columnist
We have a lack of diversity on campus.
This should not surprise anyone. Different
groups, bodies and individuals have been
complaining about this problem for a long
time. Granted, we have programs, speakers, forums and subcommittees that have
surfaced overthe yearsbutnothing tangible
has really been done. So what does it take?
Unfortunately, it takes a disgusting display of racism smeared on the walls of our
ivy-covered residence halls for this problem to warrant any campus-wide interest.
This apparently happened in December yet
nobody found out about it. Security Services neverreported itto the Trail and again
failed to mention it in their "Crimes on
Campus" section. When asked why such a
disgusting actofracistvandalism was omitted, they replied that the incident wasn't
anything but an attempt to gain notoriety
and didn't pose a threat to the campus
community. This is interesting since they
did report that several locations on the
North side of campus were vandalized with
orange paint balls. Although I grant that
orange paint is not aesthetically pleasing to
the eye on brick red or ivy green,! don't see
how this catastrophe warrants more attention than racial attacks and intimidation of
students on campus.

Karen Markin: Yes, when I looked at the
University one point that was emphasized was
the student/staff/administrative relationship.
They pride themselves on listening to the students and their opinions.

How can we preach and teach diversity and the
acceptance of other cultures when we cannot practice it?
I'm not just talking about the student body,
but the faculty as well.
However, there is a good point hidden in
their answer; unfortunately it appears this
was not intended. It did raise campus nobriety and, on this campus, you take what
you can get. Maybe now we can address the
issue of lack of diversity and the need of
increased education on campus.
I have always been taught that racism
feeds on ignorance and in light of some of
these "murals" thathave surfaced in Anderson-L.angdon, ignorance is alive and well
here on campus. The fact that incidents in
the past have been literally whitewashed
shows that ignorance does not just appear
in the dorms. The phrase "I hate niggers"
shows a blatant disregard for the feelings
and opinions of others, but also shows a
lack of understanding and willingness to
understand someone who happens to have
a different color of skin or set ofvalues. The
fact that people on campus don't think this
is an important issue shows an ignorance to
what is going on out in the real world and
what has gone on throughout history. Language and beliefs exemplified on the walls
of our dorms will not be met with the same

Brian Vega and Ryan Sasser: No, we're
inlonned on the issue. All we do is pay their
flicking salary.

amount of inertia and lack of attention out
in a multicultural world.
Yes, we could and should punish the
person(s) responsible for the graffiti. But to
leave it at that would be a big mistake. As a
matter of fact, it would be rather hypocritical of the University to leave it at that.
Punishment doesn't kill ignorance, it only
helps us ignore it. What we need is education. Imagine that, education at a college
institution!
However, we do not have the means to
combat this ignorance through education.
How can we preach and teach diversity and
the acceptance of other cultures when we
cannotpractice it? I'm notjusttalking about
the student body, but the faculty as well.
For some reason, prospective students
seem to get the idea that we are a diverse
campus. When they get here, however, they
realize that they are token students. So
where do they turn? There are student
groups and organizations here on campus
who provide support and a sense of belonging. These are strong groups who are valuable to campus but they are notenough. We

Lisa Sternoff: There might be. We've got the
President's attention and they formed a committee.

need a diverse faculty who can, as Derek
Bell said, provide a voice of understanding
and counseling for these students. More
importantly, they would be able to teach
classes that could educate a greater number
of the student body. These classes could
offer a different perspective of topics such
as Black History and the Holocaust (which
would be pertinent and beneficial to the
young graffiti artists on campus).
In order toeducate the students we need to
not only hire a diverse base of faculty but
keep them as well. This could be tricky in
light of recent events so I suggest the University look at the goals of the hiring process. Are we going to hire on the basis of
teaching ability and what they could add to
the educational development of campus or
how they get along in the lounge with their
peers?
Obviously the issue oflack ofdiversity is
a complex one because it ties into other
relevant issues on campus. The most ireportant thing the individual can do is take a
personal responsibility in making the University a better place to learn and live. Until
we find a way to combat the ignorance on
campus with education and awareness, we
will continue to be missing an important
and essential aspect of our education and
personal growth The real world does not
lack the diversity that this school does and
until steps are taken to address this problem, students will continue to graduate not
only in debt but unprepared.

Erin Anderson: Yes, I think they will realize
how important this issue is to a safe campus
environment, but if anything is expected to
happen the students must persevere.
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In with the NEWS...
Compiled & Assembled by Kelly Begley, ASIJPS Director of Public Relations
WARNER BROTHERS RECORDING ARTIST

WE' WANT YOUH,

Be'la Fleck

STUDENT PROGRAMMER
POSITIONS STILL OPEN

k

Cultural Events

and the Flecktones
with spedal guest: Baby Gramps

Friday, April 23, 8:00 pm
in the Fieldhouse
Tickets: $6.00 with UPS ID, $12.00 without

ASUPS AND THE PUBLICITY OFFICE
WELCOMES THE NEW

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
OF PUBLIC RELATIONS:
GRANT HATTON
Grant was hired last week and has already started

working!

DON'T MISS

ASUPS Cultural Events will present
its last show of the year this Friday,
April 23, at 8 p.m. in the UPS
Fieldhouse. You can expect another
great show with:
Bela Fleck & the Flecktones.
Bela Fleck & the Flecktones are three
time Grammy Nominees and have
appeared on the Arsenio Hall and the
Tonight Show. They incorporate a remarkable fusion of world beat, jazz,
and bluegrass funk. Aside Bela Banjo,
an instrument that is African- born,
yet Appalachian-bred, the group also
includes extraordinary harmonica, keyboards, bass, and unique percussion to
produce a truly unforgettable concert
experience.
Advanced tickets are $6 with UPS
I.D. or $12 without, available at the
info center.
Camnus Music Network

LECTURES: You can be responsible for
bringing a wealth of exciting speakers to UPS. Past
visitors include James Baldwin, Fawn Hall, Bar bara Trent, and James Burke. When important
issues arise, you can be responsible for getting the
experts on campus.

SPECIAL EVENTS:

We need your
creative talents and enthusiasm to generate campuswide involvement and to coordinate such events as
Homecoming, Spring Weekend, and Mistletoast.

COLLEGE BOWL:

Organizes College
Bowl, "The varsity sport of the mind" in addition
to providing recreational tournaments and games.
This is the program that is sending the UPS College
Bowl Team to a national tournament against such
schools as Harvard, Stanford, and Cornell.

AS UPS CAMPUS FILMS

Showtimes:
Friday- 7:00 &9:30
Saturday:
SDecial Matinee - 3:00 & 5:
7:00 &9:30
Sunday - 6:00 & 8:30

If you don't want to head a program, you
can be on a program committee. This
way you can have a say in whatever you
want to see happen on campus.
Committee positions available for:

Cellar concert series continues this
week with Goes Around. Goes
Around wil 1 be playing Tonightthursday, April 22 at 10 p.m. As
always admission is FREE, so don't
miss out! ! Also playing this week is
the Undecided. The Undecided will
be playing on Tuesday, April 27. As
usual the time will be 10:00 so show up
early for good seats!!
Also, be on the look out for signs
about the compilation tape ofthe seven
campus bands. More will be available
soon! Only $5 each

CAMPUS FILMS
CULTURAL EVENTS
COLLEGE BOWL
LECTURES
PARENTS WEEKEND
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
SHOWCASE

SPECIAL EVENTS

APPLY NOW
if you have any questions, or are interested,
contact the ASUPS office at x3600, SUB 210.

CamDus Films

If you have any questions, problems, or concerns about anything at this University,
PLEASE contact ASUPS.
Your student government has the financial resources, the people, the time, and the
participation in University governance to ensure that your needs are addressed.

I!
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Li TUDENT OGBAMS

SIGHT - SOUND - MOTION - IDEAS - ENTT4INMENT

Campus Films presents the great
Disney c1asic of 1992.

Please call x3600 and leave you name, question, problem, or concern, and your phone
number; or, stop anyone you know from ASUPS and ask them for their help.

Showtimes:
Friday 7:00&9:00
Saturday 7:00 & 9:00
Sunday 6:30 & 8:30

Remember, all of us at ASUPS work for you!

Admission:
$1 with Student I.D., $2 without.

(Paid Advertisement)
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